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When the machine ls set up with its toolinq, parts are run and a s 1qnif1cant number 
of consecutive pieces are measured, This chart depicts the M/3200 Frame, Operation 
l 00, Twenty-eight (28) consecutive pieces were taken, measured and plotted. The 
purPose of this study is to determine whether or not the operation is controllable. 
The operation by definition is controllable, on a single spindle machine, if the overall 
spread of these measurements falls ln an elqht standard deviation band. The standard 
deviatlon can be no larger than total tolerance divided by eight. On a multiple spindle 
machine, the standard deviation can be no luger than the overall tolerance divided by 
ten. However, the sample size on multiple spindle machl.nes is about half the sample 
s!ze on the single spindle machines. 

This plotted pattern of measurements could fall outside the tolerance band of the 
dimension. and still be controllable if the machine is capable of being adjusted so 
the pattern falls in proper relationship to the tolerance. If the machine study is made 
and ls decided to be controllable, it is turned over to Production. If it Is found not 
controllable, one of two thinqs takes place. First, a proqram is outlined to alter the 
machlne· or the tooling so that the operation can be made controllable~ If, howev.~r, 
it is found that the operation cannot be made controllable, a 100% gaging proced~, 
is established to make sure that the parts coming off the machine are wit~~\').the ~::~~ 

tolerance band. _ 
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The gaqlng procedure is established after the machine Wt!f!;r;1{~' con1~,~ted;j9f1~lfi~~~n~~~!:~~-- . 
the following items: •::}, ,_,_ · -:.~~1 ~;\,_ \l: .,l 

1. How critlcal is the operation to th7 functi'1?1 of th~'!)!Un bo~~· fr 
for safety and reliability? -\:~,,-, \::'." 'h. 'A -"" 

. ··"' ·:;f.~;:-.~=~. '::.· ·. .- ~-- . ~~!:"!-
( 2. How many parts are produc_eQ:"'Per ~~t~r,,,grind? t;, 

3. The equipment is stud ie-d'ltom the sit!and~11¥~f how''d'ifflcult It Is 
to maintain con~!?)~abiH\y b~9~e ophe 'ri~e of the machine itself. 

4. The toleranc~.ibiin2f'/;1whf!i~~~rf is wid•EJ or narrow also has a 
bearin9'pn·:~~ gaqin~{ir~~ency •.. ,,,: •,,·,_ 
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S. Ii,~ fart,~ Io#~, the par}~ ar~\~~}~Jli:f!-~process, For example, If a part 
"''~p!res 95%t~f tli~-operat,~ns fl'hfshed, more pieces are checked because 

0<\ '•\ the~rr· is ~re in?~;j'<~vested In the part at that time. 
.. Thi~r,part~)t-~operat1~n ~~'$;-found to be controllable. The gaging frequency after 

1~~J'.'.~;,:onsi~er1i~ aU of th~e it'ems was established at 3 pieces out of 60, plus a visual 
o"~·f'" ... ,.·.~am~ti~ for finish. 

-~j~~1~~r/;•,!~\~:~:, ·~~1{, : ~\~.~;:~~1 .... '~[~,. ··~~J~~ • . 
. ~l -·~~~ ';,{iThe 9i:::i-f..g procedures that we have in Production vary from 100% to 3 !n 150 pieces. 

• ~l~ ...-.. ~. . 'ii':~ 
-~~;~!:~~~~~.. i~~ ~~·:I~ , .. ,· 

,;~~s-·~-- -'. :')· -~~~ ~~~ 'bnce the machine study is completed, the operation Is turned over to production. 
j'~ '~h- .i•J Dw-inq the machine study, Production and Process Engineerinq work. hand in hand to 
·~~' .~~ -,,,;:m-.. :;:::Y establish the quality of the component. (It must be understood that PE & C is a 
'~t ·~~! section in Production that acts as the intermediate step between R & D and the 

~~··· ,,~~'" -~~~~i~~~·· Produotlon Floor). 

When the operation ls released to Production, this chart (Exhibit lC) shows a typical 
sequence of operations. Incoming work comes to a machine, group of machines, or 
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an operation. Assuming everything goes all right, completed work falls into a sub-lot, 
(the size of the sub-lot is determined by the qagJng frequency, For example, in this 
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